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Abstract 
de Luca, A. and S. Varricchio, On noncounting regular classes, Theoretical Computer Science 100 
(1992) 67-104. 
Let A * be the free monoid of base A and n a fixed positive integer. For any word we.4 * we consider 
the set [w]. of all the words which are equivalent to w modulus the congruence 0. generated by the 
relation x” _ xn+ ’ , where x is any word of A *. The main result of the paper is that if n > 4 then for 
any word WGA* the congruence class [w]. is a regular language. We also prove that the word 
problem for the quotient monoid M, = A*/0. is recursively solvable. 
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0. Introduction 
In 1979 J. Brzozowski presented at the International Symposium on Formal 
Language Theory in Santa Barbara, California, a paper entitled “Open problems 
about regular languages” [3] in which six problems and conjectures of great import- 
ance in automata theory are discussed. As stated by the author in the introduction, 
“the problems chosen do appear to be of fundamental importance and considerable 
difficulty. Most of them are intimately involved with the fundamental property ofjnite 
automata, namely finiteness”. 
Most of these problems such as the “star-height problem” or the “optimality of 
finite and complete prefix codes”, are still open even though a considerable effort has 
been made to solve them. The fifth conjecture known as the “regularity of noncount- 
ing classes” can be formulated as follows: Let A * be a finitely generated free monoid of 
base A and n a fixed integer >O. One can introduce in A* the congruence relation 0, 
generated by the relation ((x”, x”+ ‘) 1 XEA *} and the quotient monoid 
M, = A*/g,. For any word WE A * the congruence class [ w]~,, or simply [w],, of w is 
a noncounting language of order n in the sense of McNaughton and Papert [13]. 
Conjecture. Let n > 0. For any WE A* the congruence class [w], is a regular language. 
If card(A) = 1 the previous statement is trivially true for any n > 0. Suppose then 
that card(A) > 1. In the case n = 1 the monoid MI is idempotent (i.e. m = m2, for any 
mEM1) so that by a theorem of Green and Rees [7] M, is finite. From this it follows 
trivially that each congruence class is a regular language. 
For n 3 2 and card(A) > 3 the monoid M, is infinite. This is a consequence of the 
existence, proved by Thue [lS], of infinitely many square-free words on an alphabet 
with more than two letters (a word is square-free if it does not contain as a factor 
a square u2, with u nonempty). Hence, any square-free word lies in a distinct 
congruence class. For n 2 3 and card(A) 3 2 one has also that M, is infinite since as 
shown by Thue there exist infinitely many overlap-free (and thus cube-free) words on 
a two-letter alphabet (cf. [lo]). The case n = 2 and card(A)= 2 was considered by 
Brzozowski et al. [Z]. They proved that also in this case the monoid M2 is infinite and, 
moreover, that if f:{a,b}*-+{a,b)* is the morphism defined by af= a2 b and 
bf= ab2, then for all i>O the congruence class [af’lz is regular. 
Some interesting contributions to the study of the conjecture were given by Simon 
in an unpublished manuscript of 1970 [14]. We mention also a more recent paper by 
Ehrenfeucht and Rozenberg [4] in which the problem of regularity of languages 
generated by the so-called “copying systems” is considered. 
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The main result of this paper is a theorem (cf. Theorem 4.1) from which one derives 
a positive solution of the previous conjecture for n 3 5. More precisely one has the 
following theorem. 
Theorem 0.1. Let n be afixed integer 3 5. For any WEA* the congruence class [w]” is 
a regular language. 
The proof has been obtained both by algebraic and by combinatorial techniques. 
However, the cases n=2 and n= 3 cannot be dealt with by our combinatorial tools. 
We believe, and we have strong evidence for this, that a slight refinement of our 
techniques will enable us to give a positive answer to the conjecture in the case n = 4. 
1. Preliminaries 
Let A be a finite set, or alphabet, and A* (A ‘) the free-monoid (free-semigroup) over 
A. The elements of A are called letters and those of A* words. The identity element of 
A* is denoted by A. For any word w, /WI denotes its length. A word u is a factor of the 
word w if WEA*UA* , i.e. there exist h, h’EA* such that w = huh’. If u# w then u is 
called a proper factor of w. If h = A (h’ = A) then u is called a prefix (sufJ;x) of w. 
For any word wcA* we denote by F(w), P(w) and S(w) the set of all its factors, 
prefixes and suffixes respectively. For any subset X of A*, F(X) denotes the set of all 
factors of the words of X. The same factor f of a word w can occur many times as 
a factor in w. Any particular occurrence is then determined by the pair (h, h’), or 
context, of A* x A” such that w=hfh ‘. 
A language L over A is any subset of A*. A language L G A* is recognizable by 
a finite automaton (or regular) if and only if there exists a morphism cp :A * + M, where 
M is a finite monoid such that L = Lqcp - ’ , i.e. L is the union of classes of, or saturates, 
the congruence ~.NJJ - ‘, which is of finite index (cf. [S]). The syntactic congruence =L of 
L is the congruence defined in A* as: For all _f; gE A* 
f EL g if and only if Qu,vEA* (UfvGLougvEL). 
Let n > 0. A language L G A * is noncounting (or aperiodic) of order n if for all f e A * 
It is well known that any star-free language is noncounting whereas the converse is not, 
in general, true (cf. [S]). 
For each n > 0 let us denote by 8, (or simply (3 if no confusion arises) the congruence 
generated by the relation in A”. 
{(x”, xn+l)~A* x A* (xEA*). 
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We can consider the quotient monoid M = A*jtI and denote by cp the canonical 
epimorphism: 
For any mEM the set X,=mcp-’ consists of all the words of A* in the same 
equivalence class (i.e. the class of all elements of A* having as image by cp the element 
meM). For any meM, X, is obviously a noncounting language of order n. 
2. Some preliminary lemmas 
Let r be an element of a semigroup S. We say that mES is a factor of r if rES ’ mS I. 
For any rES we denote by F(r), or simply F,, the set of all factors of r 
F,=(mESjrESlmS’}. 
Let S be equal to the monoid M = A*/6. The following proposition is due to Simon 
Cl41 (cf. C31). 
Lemma 2.1 (Simon). Let r be any element of the monoid M = A*/g. If F, isjinite then 
rep-l is regular. Moreover rep-’ can be recognized by a finite automaton having 
a number of states less than or equal to card(F,.)+ 1. 
Proof, For any fixed rE M let J, = M \F,. Jr is a two-sided ideal of A*. Let N, = M/ J, 
be the Rees quotient monoid of A* by J,. As is well known N, is isomorphic to the 
monoid having as support F,u(O}, where 0 is a new element not in F,, and the 
product (o)is definedasfollows: for mI,m2EF,u{O), ml ~rn~=rn~rn~ ifml, m2EF,and 
m, m2 E F,, m, 0 m2 = 0, otherwise. 
Let us denote by $ : M--t N, the natural epimorphism of M in N,. One has then that 
is a morphism [:A*+N,. Now rEF, and r$-‘=r so that 
4 -l=r(cplC/)-‘=r~-lcp-l=rcp-l. 
If F, is finite then so will be N,. Since rep- ’ saturates the congruence ii- ’ (which is of 
finite index) it follows that rq-’ is regular. The remaining part of the proof follows 
from a classical argument of automata theory (cf. [S]) which shows that, given the 
epimorphism [ : A*+N,, one can always construct an automaton recognizing ri-’ 
with an automaton having card(N,) states. 0 
Let us denote by 9, 2, 2, 9 and 9 the Green relations in M (cf. [9]). 
Lemma 2.2. (Brzozowski [3]). The %‘-classes of M are trivial. 
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Proof. For any mEM one has that m”=m”“. In fact let fEA * be such that fp = m. 
Since f” Sf” + 1 it follows that m”=f” q =fn+l cp=m”+l. Thus any element generates 
a subsemigroup whose period is 1. Suppose now that ml Zm2. Then there exist 
h, kgM such that 
m, = hm2 and m2 = m, k. 
Hence, 
m,=hmz=hmlk=h”m,k”=h”mIk”~‘=m,k=m2. 
This shows that the s-classes of M are trivial. 0 
The W-classes of a semigroup S may be partly ordered by the relation Gr defined as: 
For all a,kS 
R,d,Rb o aS’sbS’. 
The following lemma states that in a Y-class I of a periodic semigroup all the 
B-classes are minimal in I with respect to the order relation G,. 
Lemma 2.3. Let S be a periodic semigroup and a, b two elements of S. If a.9 b and 
R, <rR, then a.%?b. 
Proof. Suppose R, < ,. Rt,, i.e. aS 1 c bS' . This implies a = bx, XES’ . Since a 4 b there 
exist I,~ES’ such that 
b=lap=Abxp=A”b(xu)“, n30. 
Since S is periodic, there exist integers i, j such that i< j and A”= 2’. Thus, setting 
p =j - i, one derives 
b=l”Pb(x~)‘+P=;l’b(~~)i+P= Ilib(x~)i(x~)P=bx,n(x~)r-l=a~(x~)P-l. 
Hence, a 92 b. 0 
Let N, = F+(O). The following lemma holds. 
Lemma 2.4. For any rgM one has: 
(i) F, is closed by factors. 
(ii) F, is a union of $-classes of M and each $-class of M in F, is a Y-class of N,. 
(iii) The Z-classes of N, are trivial. 
(iv) In any Y-class of M in F, the B?-classes are minimal. 
Proof. (i) Let meF,, i.e. r = hmk, with h, kEM. Let u be a factor of m, i.e. m = vuw, with 
v, WEM. One has then 
r = hvuwk 
so that UEF,. 
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(ii) Suppose that rn,~F, and that m2Jm,, i.e. Mm,M=Mm,M. Thus, m2=Am,,u, 
A, ALE M. Since F, is closed by factors, it follows that m2E F,.. Let J, be a 9-class of M in 
F, and suppose that VYU (u, VEF,). One has v= xuy, u = x’vy’, with x, y, x’, ~‘EM. 
Since F, is closed by factors, x, y, x’, ~‘EF,. Thus, u Y* v, where 9* is the Green 
Y-relation in N,. Suppose conversely that us* v, u, VEN,. If u#O then also v#O so 
that uYv. 
(iii) Suppose that u X * v, with u, VE N, (&? * is the &C-relation in N,). We prove that 
u=v. In fact, u&‘*v implies that 
u=pl”v and v=p20u 
u=voql and v=uoq2, 
where ( 0) is the product in N, and pl, p2, ql, q2EN,. If any one of the four products 
pi o v, p2 o u, v o q1 or u o q2 is 0 then one derives u = v =O. Suppose then all previous 
products #O.Onehasthatu=p,v=vq,,v=p2u=uq2,i.e.u~v.SincefromLemma 
2.2, Z is trivial it follows that u=v. 
(iv) N, is a periodic semigroup, so that the result is a consequence of the preceding 
lemma. 0 
Let S be a semigroup. We say that S satisfies min, (min,) if any strictly descending 
chain of principal right ideals (left ideals) is finite. 
We recall now the following interesting finiteness condition for semigroups due to 
Hotzel [S]. A more general version of this theorem and a different simpler proof can 
be found in [ 111. 
Theorem 2.5. (Hotzel). Let S be aJinitely generated semigroup. If S satis$es the minimal 
condition on principal right ideals (left ideals) and all subgroups of S havejnite orders 
then S is jnite. 
Lemma 2.6. Let S be a semigroup such that 
(i) The number of Y-classes of S is finite, 
(ii) in each Y-class the g-classes are minimal with respect to G,. Then S satisfies 
min,. 
Proof. Let r be the index of the relation 9 and be 
a strictly decreasing chain of r + 1 principal right ideals. Since ind( 3) = r, there must 
exist integers i,j such that 1 <i < j < r + 1 and si 9 Sj. Since Si S1 3 sj S1, we reach 
a contradiction with the fact that in each 9-class the B-classes are minimal. 0 
Lemma 2.7. For each WEA* one has that rp(F([~]~))=F(wq~). Moreover, F([wle) 
saturates the congruence 9. 
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Proof. Let ~EP( [w&), i.e. there exists W’E[W& such that w’=&u, A,peA*. One 
has then wcp = w’q = kphquq that implies hqeF,, where Y = wcp. Conversely, let mEFr, 
i.e. r=mImm,, with m,m,,m,EM. We set m=ucp, mI=uIcp, m2=u2q, with 
U, ul, u,EA*. Thus, r=(u,uuz)q so that U~UU~E[W]~ and u~F([w&). 
Let now UE F( [ w&) and be v 6 U. There exist words w’, i, PEA *, such that w’ 6 w and 
/zu~=w’. This implies ~I,u%~u~ and then Ilvy~[w]~ so that v~F([w]~). 0 
We consider now a class of semigroups, that we denote by %?, which are of great 
interest for the Burnside problem for semigroups, and more generally, for the study of 
finiteness conditions for semigroups. 
Definition 2.8. A semigroup S belongs to the class 97 if and only if it satisfies the 
following requirements: 
(i) S is finitely generated, 
(ii) S is periodic, 
(iii) all finitely generated subgroups of S have finite orders. 
A semigroup of the class %? generally is not finite. For instance the monoid 
M, = A */g,, as we said in the introduction, is infinite if yt > 1 and card(A) > 1. 
Let S be a finitely generated semigroup. We introduce in S the following quasi-order 
relation < defined as: For a, beS 
a<b if and only if S’aS1&S’bS1; 
one easily verifies that the meet < n < - ’ is an equivalence relation = equal to the 
Green relation 9. An element SEX 5 S is minimal (maximal) in X with respect to d if, 
for every XEX, xds (s<x) implies that xzs. For s,t~S if s<t and s+t then we set 
s< t. 
We define inductively a sequence (H, } Iz, 0 of sets: H, = 0 and, for all n > 0, 
Hn= u Cj, 
j=l,...,n 
where for j>O, Cj is the set of elements of S\H,_ 1 which are maximal with respect 
to d in S\Hj_ 1. Moreover, we set KS= uj, 0 Hj. 
The following structure theorem for semigroups of the class %’ was proved in [12]: 
Theorem 2.9 (Depth decomposition theorem). Let S be a semigroup of the class %. For 
every n 2 0, H, is finite, closed by factors and union of $-classes. S is infinite if and only if 
&=Uj>O Hj is infinite. If S is finite then S = KS. 
Proposition 2.10. Let S be a semigroup of the class V. The following two conditions are 
equivalent: 
(i) For every reS, F, is jnite. 
(ii) S= I&. 
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Proof. (ii)*(i). Suppose that S = KS = uj, 0 Hj. Let Y be any element of S. There 
exists j > 0 such that rEHj. Since Hj is closed by factors, it follows that F, G Hj. But Hj 
is finite so that F, will be so. 
(i)+(ii). We prove that for every rES there exists an integer j>O such that rEHj. 
From this it follows that S c uj, 0 Hj E S, i.e. S = Ks. Suppose now, by contradiction, 
that r~s\Ks. This implies that for any n3 1, r$Hn, i.e. r is not maximal in S\H,_l. 
Let y1> k=card(F,). One has then that there exists an element t,~s\H,_ 1 such that 
r< t, (i.e. S’rS1 cS’ t,S’). 
Since tn$H,_l, there exists t,,_IES\H,_2 such that t,<t,_l. In this way one can 
construct a sequence t,, t,_ 1, . . . , 1 t of elements of S such that 
r<t,<t,_l<...<tl. 
This condition implies that 
r=a,t,p,=cn,_,t,_,B,_,=...=ccItlB1, 
with ai, p+S1 (i = 1, . . , n) and ti # tj for i #j (i, j = 1, . . . , n). Since n > card( F,), we reach 
a contradiction, 0 
Proposition 2.11. Let S be a semigroup of the class 59 and q : A ’ +S the canonical 
epimorphism. If S is injnite then there exist infinitely many elements rES such that rep-’ 
is a regular language. 
Proof. We prove first that there exist infinitely many elements rES for which F, 
is finite. In fact, since S is infinite, by Theorem 2.9, S contains the infinite subset 
Ks=Uj>e Hj. Let rEKs. Then there exists an integerj>O such that rEHj. Since Hj is 
closed by factors, F,z Hj. By the fact that Hj is finite it follows that F, is finite. 
Consider now the Rees-quotient semigroup N,=S/J,, where J, is the two-sided 
ideal J, = S \ F,, and the canonical epimorphism $ : S+ N,. Now r E F, and r $- ’ = r. 
Hence if i = q$ one has 
ri -l=r(cp~)-l=r~-lcp-l=rcp-‘. 
Since rqo-l saturates the congruence ii-’ which is of finite index, the result 
follows. 0 
3. Some combinatorial lemmas 
In this section we recall some definitions and results of combinatorics on words 
(cf. [lo]) and prove some lemmas which will be useful later. 
A word WEA+ is nth-power-free (n> 1) if for any UEA+, u”+F(w). 
A word WEA* is called primitive if w #uh with h> 1 and u#n. The set of all 
primitive words of A* is denoted by TC(A*). 
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A word w =a1 . . . a,,, aiEA, 1 <i<n, has a period p if one has identically Ui=ai+p 
(1 d ic i +p <n). This definition is also equivalent to say that w can be represented 
as w = (xy)‘x with r 3 0 and 1 xy J = p. A word w can have several periods. 
We refer to any word ofthe kind ulu’uz, where ueA+, UEZ(A*), uleS(u), u~EP(u) 
and k > 0, as a sesquipower. A sesquipower has obviously a period p = ( u 1. 
The following important theorem due to Fine and Wilf [6] (cf. [lo]) is a basic tool 
to deal with periods of words: 
Theorem 3.1 (Fine and Wilf). Let w be a word having periods p and q and denote by 
(p, q) the greatest common divisor of p and q. If) WI 3 p + q - (p, q) then w has also the 
period (P, q). 
Lemma 3.2. Let w = u1 ukuz be a sesquipower and k> 1. Then Iuj is the minimal period 
of w. 
Proof. Suppose that q is a period of w such that q < 1 u I. Since I w 12 2 I u I > /u I + q, by 
the theorem of Fine and Wilf, the word w, as well as U, has the period d = (I ul, q). Since 
lul=rd and q=sd, r,s31, one can write U=Z’ with Izl=d. By the fact that q<lul 
it follows that r > s 3 1 so that u will be not primitive. 0 
Let us now prove the following important lemma. 
Lemma 3.3. Consider the equation 
~UIUhUz=vlvhvzn, 
where h> 3,& yeA+, and uluhuz, vlvhvz are two sesquipowers such that Iul 1, (uzI > lul/2, 
Iv,~,Iv2)3~v~/2. Supposefirst that lu(>JvI. Lfl~/>lvl, then one has 
~=v,v’6, ~EA*,v’v~=v and &~~~~-~~z=v~v~-~~z~, [EA*, 
[u’uz = n, uzu’ = u. 
Ifl5l<jvl, then one has 
u;uh-1 U2=V1vh-1vZ[r vlvhvz [=&uh-lu2, u1=&4;, 
[u’uz=yI, u~u’=u. 
Symmetrically in the case I u / < I VI if /r] 13 /u 1, then one has 
y=6u’uz, ~EA”, u2u’=u and ~u~u~-~u~=v~v~-~v~~, 
[EA”, {=vIv’[, v‘vl =v. 
Ifjn/<lul, then one has 
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Proof. We shall prove the result in the case (u I> ( u(. The proof of the case I u I < / u I is 
perfectly symmetric. Suppose first that / 4 ) 3 /u 1. One can also write 4 = u1 ~‘6, where 
v’vi =v and il~A+. One has then 
Gu~uhU~=V~vh~lv~~. (3.1) 
Let us prove that ( y I 3 ( u I. In fact suppose, by contradiction, that / 9 1-c Iu 1. One can 
write +u’=u, u’~~=cy,[~A*, and 
&l~Uh-lU~~=Vivh~lv~, 
so that u1uh-1~2 has the periods /u\ and Iv] with Ju] >Iv\, which is a contradiction in 
view of Lemma 3.2. Hence, (q 13 I u /. We can then write y = [u’u2, SEA*, and then from 
Eq. (3.1) 
6u uh-1U2=V1vh-1 1 02 i. 
Let us now analyze the case / (1 < Iv(. One has 
5U1U%12=v1V~v1vh-1v2~, 
where v’vl = v. Thus, by hypothesis, I( I < I v1 v’l. This implies 
viv’=@, &A+, and u1~h~2=~~1vh-1v2~. (3.2) 
Now Iu1uhu21> IGv,vh-‘v2~ so that GvlvhU1 v2 has periods (U and Iv\. Hence if 
I&,vh-i v2/ > Iul+ Iv/ then by the theorem of Fine and Wilf, 6v1 vh-1v2 would also 
have the period d = (/u(, I vi) that would imply being (VI <I UI that u is not primitive 
which is a contradiction. One has then necessarily that ( 6ul vhel v2 ) < I u I + I VI. Since 
1 vl (, I v2 ( 3 1 v l/2, one derives that 
~~-~~l~l~l~l-l~l~l~/. 
Since h 3 3, it follows that 1 v I < I u l/2. From this one derives that 
(3.3) 
From Eq. (3.2) one can write 
ui =&A; and u’~~~u~=v~v~-~v~~. 
We can write Eq. (3.4) also in the form 
U;UhU~=U;uh-1U~U’U~=v~vh-1V~17, 
where u=uZu’. Now ~u~u~-~u~I>(v~v~-~v~I. In fact, from Eq. (3.3) 
(3.4) 
(3.5) 
Ivlvh-l vzl=(h-l)lvl+lv,l+lv~lb(h+l)lvl~lul(h+l)/(h-1). 
Since h>3, (h+l)/(h-l)<h-1, so that ~u~v~-~v~~<~u~-~~<~u~u~-~u~~. One has 
then from Eq. (3.5) 
u\u”-’ u~=v~v~-~v~[ and {ufu2=y. 
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Moreover, one has 
v~v~v~~=V~VfV1v~-~V~~=V~vlU~U~-~U~ 
=~8u;uh-1u2=~u1uh-1u2. 0 
Lemma 3.4. Let n>2 and let vlvnvZ be a sesquipower. If w~F(v,v”v~) and 
w$F(v,v”-‘v,) then v,v”-~v~EF(w). 
Proof. Let us set x = v1 vn-l v2. One has, by hypothesis, that w~F(v, ZI”V~). Let us now 
prove that v1vnd2 v~EF(w). By the fact that w~F(v,v”v~) one can write 
w=svqp, with ES(V), PEP(V), Odq<n. 
If q = n the result is achieved since v” has, trivially, as factor v1 v~-~v~. Let us then 
suppose q <n. Let s’ and p’ be such that s’s=pp’=v. One has then 
$wp’=uq+2. 
If q d n - 3 then w will be a factor of x which is a contradiction. Let q 3 n - 2. If sEA * v1 
and PEV~ A * the result is achieved. Let us then suppose that vi = is, LEA *. If v2 = pq, 
VEA”, one has 
~w’~=v~v402, 
i.e. w will be a factor of x which is a contradiction. Let us then suppose that p = v2r7. 
One has then 
w=sv4v2y. 
If q= n- 1 then w has as a factor v1 v”-’ v2 and then the result is achieved. Let 
q=n-2. One has wp’=svn-l and ~~p’=v~zf-~ which implies that w will be a factor 
of x which is a contradiction. Finally if v2 = pq, y E A * and s = c vl, [E A *, one shows, by 
a perfectly symmetric argument, that one reaches again the contradiction that w is 
a factor of x. 0 
4. The main result 
The main result of the paper is the following: 
Theorem 4.1. Let n> 5. For any REM= A*/8 the Rees quotient N,= F,u (0) is finite. 
The proof is obtained by showing, as will be done in Section 7, that the monoid N, 
hasjnitely many Y-classes. In fact, since N, is periodic, by Lemma 2.3, one has that in 
each Y-class the 9-classes are minimal with respect to 6,. Thus, by Lemma 2.6, N, 
verifies the condition minR. By Lemmas 2.2 and 2.4, it follows that the Z-classes of N, 
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are trivial and, thence, so are all subgroups of N,. Then by using the theorem of Hotzel 
(cf. Theorem 2.5) it follows that N,. is finite. 
By using the Lemma 2.1 and the preceding theorem it follows as corollary the 
regularity on noncounting classes for n 3 5 (cf. Theorem 0.1). 
We explicitly remark that Theorem 4.1, as one easily may verify, is also equivalent 
to the statement that any element F-EM, (n >, 5) is a recognizable part of M, (we recall 
[S] that a part of a monoid A4 is recognizable if it saturates a congruence in M of 
a finite index). Hence, one derives also that any finite subset of M, is a recognizable 
part of M,. 
5. The equivalence theorem 
In this section we suppose that the order n of the noncounting classes is > 5. Thus, 
even though it is not explicitly said, in all propositions and lemmas that follow one has 
to suppose that n > 5. However, some of the results are true also for a smaller value 
of n. 
Let ~={(xn,xn+i ) 1 XEA + >. As is well known (cf. Cl]), 71 can be regarded as a Thue- 
system as follows. 
Let => be the regular closure of relation 5, i.e. the relation defined in A* as: for 
u, VEA*, u-v if and only if there exist X,&PEA* such that 
If l- is the union =-u( *)-I then the reflexive and transitive closure k* of l- is 
a congruence relation (Thue-congruence) which is equal to 0,. We shall refer to the 
relation * as an “expansion” and to the relation (a)-’ as a “contraction”, or 
“reduction”. We denote (a))’ also by aC. 
Let the alphabet A be totally ordered by the relation <. We can totally order A* by 
the relation ca, called alphabetic order, defined as: for all u, VEA* 
u <,v if and only if \ul<lvl or if Iuj=IvI then u <iexv, 
where <iex denotes the lexicographic order (cf. [lo]). From the definition it follows 
that <a is a well-order. 
Let cp be the canonical epimorphism cp : A *-+M, where M = A*/O. For any rEM the 
set rep-’ contains a unique minimal element with respect to the alphabetic 
order, usually called the canonical representative of r. If WEA” is n-power-free then 
[w& = { w } and w is the canonical representative of WV (such non-counting classes are 
obviously regular). 
The following example shows the existence of classes [w& such that there are 
elements in [w& which cannot be derived from w only by expansions of F. 
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Example. Let A = {a, b, c}. Consider the class [w& of the word 
W=nn-lU’, where u=a(bc)“b, u’=a(bc)“. 
It is easy to verify that w is the canonical representative in the class [WI@. Let us 
then consider the following derivation: 
where wl=unc, w2=un+1c=u”a(bc)“+’ and wg =u”u’. As one easily verifies, w3 
cannot be derived from w by expansions only. 
We recall that two Thue-systems are equivalent if the corresponding Thue- 
congruences coincide (cf. Cl]). We shall prove in this section a theorem (equivalence 
theorem) showing the equivalence of our system g with a new system Z which 
satisfies the fundamental property (cf. Theorem 6.2), that we call “renormalization”, 
that in any class [w& (where w is the canonical representative) each word may be 
derived only by expansions of “, starting from w. The proof of the equivalence 
theorem requires the introduction of suitable Thue-system ‘/r’, Z’, and _n” that we shall 
prove to be equivalent to 71. 
Let n be ajixed integer ~5 and 52,, or simply 52, be the set: 
Any triplet CI = ( u1 , u, u~)ES~! can be “interpreted” as a Thue rule in A * as follows. Let 
~:S2~A*xA*themapdefinedas~v=~=(u,u”~~u,,u,u”~~u,);thus,toanysubset 
X of Q one can associate the Thue-system X = v(X). Let rc= {(u, U, U)EQ I UE-A ‘}. 
One has then that nv=~. 
Let us now define in Q a ternary relation TGSZ x Q x Q as follows. Let CESL, 
p=(u,, u, u,)~sZ, y=(ur, v, v~)EQ. The triplet (a, fl, Y)E~ if and only if the following 
conditions are satisfied (see Fig. 1): 
(1) 
(2) 
I~l-4Ul, 
there exist 5, ~EA * such that 
l&v”-1 v2=U1un-2 u2q (or v~u~-~u~~=Yu~u~-~u~), 
5 V V 
4 
v2 
. . . . 
I 
I I I 
I I ,....... I I, 
Ul U U /2 ):' 
; jrl 
4 
U2 
Fig. 1. 
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(3) a=(ui,u,u$)~S2(or a=(~;,u,u~)~Q) with lu;l<luzl (or l~~l<luil) and 
u1u”-2u;=5v1v”-2v2 (or u~u”~~u~=v~u”-~u~~). 
The trace of(fl, y)~s2 x Q is the set, that we denote as /3 @ y, defined as 
Let us now introduce the following subset 71’ of 52: 
rc’={(u, u, u)E~(zP$A*v~+~A*, with v#A}. 
Moreover, we define C’ to be the smallest subset of 52 containing x1 and closed with 
respect to the trace-operator 0. Therefore, if CI is an element of Z’ then either a is in 7-c’ 
or there exist p,y~C’ such that XE~ @ y. We set, moreover, Z=v(C’). 
To each c( = ( ul, u, u~)EZ ’ one can associate the pair (I c[ I,6,) of integers defined as 
IcII=IuI and 6,=2(ul-(lu11+(u21). From the definition of 0 one has that for any 
EEC’ there exists at most a finite number of pairs (/I, ~)EC’ x C’ such that (xE,!~ @y. 
This is due to the fact that ) y I< 1 CI and 6, < 6,, so that the number of pairs of Z’ 
satisfying these conditions is finite. 
Let us now introduce in C’ the binary relation U defined as: 
/3 Cl CI if and only if there exists YEC’ such that UEP @ y or a~? Ofi. 
We can then partially order C’ by the transitive and reflexive closure 4 * of Cl. One 
easily verifies that a * is Noetherian (or well founded). This allows us to introduce in 
C’ the depth d: C’+M defined inductively (with respect to U *) as: 
ad =0 if and only if aen’, 
ad=max(max{Bd,ydj/I,yEC’and a~~@y}}+l, otherwise. 
This implies that if REP 0 y then /Id and yd are less than crd. Intuitively the depth ad 
measures the maximal length of a derivation of CI starting from the elements of rc’. 
Lemma 5.1. Let a=(~, , u, u~)EC’ then the word u is primitive. 
Proof. The proof is by induction on the depth of cI. If cxd = 0 then c[ = (u, u, U)EX’. If u is 
not primitive, then u = z’, r > 1, and U” = z’“, so that un would have an (n + l)-power as 
a factor, which is absurd. Let us then suppose that ad >O. Thus, there exist a, ~EC’, 
such that asp @ y. Suppose, for instance, that p=(ul, U, u;)EC’, y=(vl, v, v~)EC’, 
with I u2 I <I ui / (the other case is dealt with symmetrically). Since fid < cld, by induc- 
tion, u has to be primitive. 0 
Let a =(u,, u, u~)EC’. In the following we call ]a( also the period of CI. In fact, in view 
of Lemma 3.2, /E( is just the minimal period of the sesquipowers u1 zY’-‘u~ and 
u~u’-~u~. We say that a=(~,, U, u~)EZ’ is reducible if there exists /?=(vl, v, v~)EC’ 
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with Iv/ -C/U/, such that the sesquipower u1~n-2~2 has as a factor vi v~-~zI~. If aeC’ is 
not reducible it is called irreducible. 
Lemma 5.2. If c(=(ul, u, u~)EC’ is reducible then there exists always an irreducible 
p=(vI, v, v~)EC’ with [v( <Iu[ and such that 
u1un-2u2=hv1v”-1v2h’, h,h’EA*. 
Proof. Since M =( u1 , u, u~)EZ’ is reducible, there exists always fl=( vl, 0, v~)EZ’ such 
that (vi < ju(, v1vn-1v2 is a factor of uluB-zuz and the length of v~v”-~v~ is minimal. 
We want to prove that /3 is irreducible. In fact, otherwise, there would exist 
y=(wr, w, wZ@C’such that IwI<(vJ and 
v1v”-2v2=kw1wn-1w2k’, k, k’EA*. (5.1) 
We can then write 
~~u~-~u~=hv~v”-‘v~h’=hv~v”-~vv~h’=hv~v~-~v~v’v~h’, 
wherev,v’=v.Hence,byEq.(5.1),w,w”-1w2isafactorofu,u”-2u2and~w~<~u~.But 
this is a contradiction since the length of w1 wn-l w2 is less than the length of 
vr v”- l v2. q 
Let us consider now the subset 7~” of n’ defined as follows: 
rr(‘=((u, u, u)E~~‘)u”~A*v~v”-~v~A*, where (vi, v, v2)eC and ~v~<~ul}. 
Let us set z”=v(z”). Thus, the rule (u’, u”+l ) belongs to c” if and only if u” does not 
have as a factor a sesquipower vi vn-l v2 which is the subsequent term of a production 
of 2’ and such that 1 v) < ) u (. One has of course that z’ 2 7~“. We introduce now starting 
from rc’/ the set C” defined as the smallest subset of 52 containing TC” and closed with 
respect to the trace operator 0. We set also 2” = V( Z”). Since rc” E rc’, we have also 
lrIf c C” c_ C’. 
We can introduce in C” a partial order of the elements of C” by a procedure 
completely similar to that followed in the case of the elements of C’. This enables us to 
define, inductively, the depth ad of the element acC” as follows: ad=0 if and only if 
a~$‘, ad=max{max{/3d,yd(P,yEZ” and a~p@y)}+l, otherwise. 
To each subset X of 52 one can naturally associate by means of the Thue system 
v(X), a derivation system in A *. More precisely one defines for any u, IJE A *, u ==-X v if 
and only if u *VCxj v, i.e. there exists CI =(x1, x, x~)EX and h, h’EA* such that 
u=hxlx”-‘x2h’ and v=hx1xn-1x2h’. 
We denote by F-x the union *xu( *x)-1 and by l-f (=a$) the reflexive and transitive 
closure of t--x (*x). We shall refer to the relation ax as an “expansion” and to the 
relation (ax)- ’ as a “contraction” (or reduction). The relation l-g is, obviously, 
a congruence relation in A *. 
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Lemma 5.3. Let y=(uI, u, u~)E.Z’. Zf y is irreducible then 
Proof. The proof is by induction on the depth of YE&Y’. If yd=O then y is of the kind 
y=(x, x, x)~n’. Since y is irreducible, x” has no factors such as ZI~Z)~-~U~ with 
(u,, v, v~)EC’ and Iv(<Ix(. Hence x”l-,,,~“‘~. 
Let us then suppose that yd > 0. In this case we know that y = (ul, u, u2) can be built 
up by means of two other triplets p, OEC (i.e. yip 0 a) whose depths are less than yd. 
Suppose, for instance, that p=(ul, u, u;),o=(u~, a, z)~)EC’ and 
with u5 = u2 z, ZE A ’ (the other case is dealt in a perfectly similar way). 
If cr is not reducible then so will be the production y. Hence it follows that o is 
irreducible. We want now to show that p is irreducible. Let us suppose, by contradic- 
tion, that p is reducible, i.e. 
with (or, CO, Q)EC’, /w(</u( and i,p~A*. 
If o1 CC 1 o2 is a factor of u3 then by the hypothesis that n >, 5, it would follow that 
CO~C.O”-~CO~ would be a factor of ulu”-’ u2 and this is absurd since y is irreducible. 
Hence, the only possibility is that u2 has to be a factor of w1 CD”-~CO~. This implies that 
the word u2 has the periods \u( and 1~01, with / LOI < (u 1. But this is a contradiction in 
view of Lemma 3.2. Hence, one has that also p is irreducible. 
Since p and cr are irreducible and pd,ad < yd, by induction one has 
V~vn-2v2 ~$,vrlY1v2 and u~u”-~u;~~,,u~u~-~u;. 
From Eq. (5.2) it follows that 
U1Un-2U2=~V1vn-2V2 t-z,, ~vIv”-lvz=ulu”-~u;yI k$, ulu”-lu;Vj. (5.3) 
Now we can write u~u”-~u; as u~u~-~u;=(u~u’)u~u~-~u;, where u’ul=u. Hence, 
u~u~-~u;~=(u~u’)u~u~-~u~~, so that from Eq. (5.3), it follows that 
(U1U’)U1un-2u;?/ I-$ (U1U’)U1U~-2UZ=Ulu~-1u2. 
Hence, u~u~~~u~~~~~u~u~~~u~. q 
Theorem 5.4 (Equivalence theorem). The systems x,x’, x”, C’, and C” are all 
equivalent. 
Proof. We prove first that the systems 7-c and rcU are equivalent. 
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Let us first observe that 71” c rt so that it is sufficient to show, as we shall do, that for 
any XEA+ one has that x”~$x”+~. Indeed suppose that w1 and w2 are two words of 
A* such that w1 knwZ. One has either w1 =/ZX”,U and w2=%xnt1~, or wl=Axn+rp 
and w2 =;1x”p, for a suitable XCA + and &PEA*. Now if xnt$xnfl then it follows 
that w1 t $, wz. From this one easily derives that for any two words w1 and wz of A * if 
w1 E,* w2 then also w1 E$wz. 
The proof is obtained by induction on the length of x. If Ix I= 1 then XEA and one 
has, trivially, that (x, x, x)~rc”. We make then the induction hypothesis that the result 
is true for any word YEA + such that / y 1-c 1 x 1. From this it follows that x can be always 
supposed to be a primitive word. In fact, if x is not primitive there exists ZEA + and r > 1 
such that x=z’. Since IzI < 1x1, by induction one has z”E$z”+~ and then 
xnz(zr)n,(zn)r t_;,, (Zn+l)r,(Zr)n+l,Xn+l. 
If (x, x, X)EX” then there is nothing to prove. Let us then suppose that x” has as 
a factor v~v~-~v~, i.e. x~=~v~v~-~ vzp, CI,/~EA*, where p=(vl, v, ~)~C’and Ivl<lxl. 
As we have seen v~rc(A *) and, moreover, one can always suppose that p is irreducible. 
Let us now prove that v~v’-~ v2 cannot have us a factor the word x. In fact, 
otherwise, v~u”-~ v2 = hxh’, h, h’EA*, and 
X” = ~hxh’v’v,j?, CX,PEA* and v2v’=v. 
Now the word hxh’v’v2 = v1 vnml v2 has the period lvl and 1x1 and Ihxh’v’v21>lxl+(vl 
so that by the theorem of Fine and Wilf (cf. Theorem 3.1) it has also the period 
d=(lvI, 1x1). Since IvI<IxI, ddlvl<lxj. Now x is a factor of hxh’v’v2 so that x will 
have the period d. This implies that x =z’, with Izl=d and r>l. Hence, x is not 
primitive which is a contradiction. 
Let us now analyze the following cases: 
Cusel: vl vn- 1 v2 is a factor of x. 
By hypothesis x=f v~v”-~ v,f’,f,f’~A *. Since p is irreducible, by Lemma 5.3, one 
has v1vn-2~21-$~v1~n-1v2 and then 
X=fvlv”-1v2f’ I-$ x’=f VlVn-2V2fl. 
This implies that x” E $(x’)“. Moreover since lx’/ < Ix I one has, by induction, 
(x’)” l-$(x’)“’ ‘. Hence, it follows that 
Thus, in this case the result is achieved. We suppose then that v1 v”-~v~ is not 
a factor of x and consider case 2. 
Case 2: x is a factor of vl vn- 1 v2. 
As we have seen x is not a factor of vl vnm2 v2. However, by hypothesis, x is a factor 
of v1 unP1 vz. Moreover, x2 cannot be a factor of v1 v”- ’ u2 because, otherwise, by the 
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theorem of Fine and Wilf, x would not be primitive. Hence, v1 vn-l v2 has to be a factor 
of x3. Hence, one has 
~~=bv~v”-~v~y, i?,y~A*, 
and 
v~v”-lv~=xlxx~, 
with xi~S(x) and x~EP(x). Thus, 
(5.4) 
(5.5) 
x=6xl=x,q. (5.6) 
Let us observe that Ix1 I + 1 x2 / < 1 VI. In fact, otherwise, the word x1 xx2 will have 
periodslxland(v(<(xlandalengthIx,xx,l3Ixl+(vJsothatbyusingthetheoremof 
Fine and Wilf it would follow that x is not primitive which is a contradiction. 
Since I x1 1, /x2 ( < / ul and n 3 5, from Eq. (5.5) it follows that we can always factorize 
v as 
v=f g=f’g’ 
having 
x=glJkf with k32. 
Let x’ denote the word 
x’=g&lfr. 
One easily derives that 
x=gfx’=x’g’f’, 
i.e. x’ is a suffix and a prefix of x. In fact, one has 
x=gv”f’=g(fg)kf’=gfg(fg)k-l~=(gf)gvk~lf’=gfX’. 
In a similar way one proves that x=x’g’f’. 
Let us now prove that 
x(x’)2 E$x2x’. 
In fact, from Eq. (5.4), we can write 
X~=X~X’g’f,=~v1v~-~v2~. 
(5.7) 
(5.8) 
Let us observe that Ix21<lvlblx’l so that IY)=lxl-(x21>(xl-)x’I=lvl=lg’~l. 
Hence, one can write y =q’g’f’, ~‘EA* and 
X2X~=~Vlvn-1V2~~ 
and from Eqs. (5.5) and (5.6), x’=x2y’. 
From Lemma 5.3, since p is irreducible, one has v1C2v2 I-:,,v, IY-~vZ SO that 
xlxx2 t-~~~xlx’x2 and 
XXX’=~vlv~-1v2r/~ t-z,, ~v1vn-2v2yl’=XX~X’. (5.9) 
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By using Eqs. (5.7) and (5.9) one derives 
xn=xn-lx’g’fl F;, x(x’)“_‘g’f’=gf(x’)“g’Y. 
Since Jx’I</xj, by induction, (x’)“l-$(x’)““, so that 
But gf(x’)““=x(x’)” so that, by using again Eq. (5.9), it follows that 
gf(x’)“” F,*s,x”x’ and then gf(x’)“+lg’f’ k$xn+l. Thus, in conclusion, 
XnF;,,xn+l. 
The only case which remains to be considered is case 3. 
Case 3: v1 v”- 1 v2 is a factor of x2. 
Let us suppose that v~v~-~v~ is a factor of x2, i.e. x2=~~lvn-1v2~, i,q~A*. 
Moreover, by the fact that v~v”-~ v2 is not factor of x, we have to consider only the 
following subcases: 
(i) there exist h,h’EA* such that v=hh’ and x=~v1vhh=hrvn-2-kv2~, 
(ii) there exist h,h’EA* such that vl=hh’ and x=[h=h’zF1v2q, 
(iii) there exist h,h’EA* such that v,=hh’ and x=[vlvnmlh=h’q. 
In all cases since ~12 5, we have either 
(a) x=xlvPh with p>l and xl=ivl 
or 
(b) x=h’vPx2 with p>l and xz=v21~. 
We shall consider the case (a); the case (b) can be dealt in a symmetric way. 
Let us define 
x’=xlvP-lh. 
One has that x’ is a prefix of x. In fact, x=xlvPh=xl(hh’)Ph=xl(hh’)P-lh(h’h)= 
x’(h’h). Now from Lemma 5.3, since p is irreducible, 
x2=~vlv”-1v2y I-$ ~v1v~--2V2~=XfX. (5.10) 
Hence, 
xn kf,, (x’)“-lx=(x’)“(h’h). 
Since lx’/ < I xl, by induction, one has 
(x’)“t.;“(x’)“+1, (5.11) 
so that by Eqs. (5.10) and (5.11) it follows that ~~~$~(x’)“(h’h)!-~~~(x’)“+~(h’h)= 
(X’)“Xt*,X”+l. 
In conclusion we observe that we have proved that xn F $x”+ 1 in all possible cases. 
In fact, we have reached this result when v1 v”- l v2 is a factor of x (case 1) or, vice versa, 
x is a factor of v~v~-~ v2 (case 2). Hence, the only possibility which remains is that 
vl v”- ’ v2 is a factor of x2 (observe that v1 v”-l v2 cannot be a factor of x3 without being 
a factor of x2 since, otherwise, x would be a factor of v~v”-~v~). In this latter case 
(case 3), as we have seen, xn F z,,x”+ l. 
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We have then proved that for any x~.4 + one has that x” k z,,x”+ 1 and, thus, that the 
systems rr and 7~” are equivalent. 
Since z 2 rc’ 2 z”, it follows that the system rc, rc’ and 71” are equivalent. 
We prove now that C’ is equivalent to 7~‘. This will allow us to conclude that also C” 
is equivalent to all other systems rc,rc’,n” and C’. To this end it is sufficient to prove 
that for any two words w1 and w2 of A* if w1 kz,w, then also w1 t-$ww. 
We first show that for any CL = ( ul, u, u2)d one has g l- fg’, where (g, g’) = av. The 
proof is by induction on the depth ad. If ad=0 then CXEZ’ so that there is nothing to 
prove. Let us then suppose that ctd > 0. In this case CI can be built up by means of two 
other triplets p, o~C’ (i.e. C(E~ 0 CJ) whose depths are less than ad. Suppose, for 
instance, that p=(ul, u, u;),G=(u~, v, Q)EC’ and that 
u~u~-~u~=~v~v~-~v~, SEA”, (5.12) 
&v”-l ~~=u~u”-~u;yj, SEA”, 
and u; = u2 t, ZE A + (the other case is dealt in a perfectly similar way). 
Since pd, ad < ad, by induction one has 
V1v”-2v~I-~‘U~vn-1v2 and u~u~-~u~~$u~u~-~u;. 
From Eq. (5.12) it follows that 
u1un-2 u2=~v1v”-2v2 k,*, ~v1v~-1v2=U1U”-2U;~ I-,*, ulU”-‘U;y. (5.13) 
Now we can write u~u’-~u; as u~u~-~u;=(u~u’)u~u~~‘u;, where u’ul=u. Hence, 
U1Un-1U;yl=(U1U’)U1Un-2 u;~, so that from Eq. (5.13), it follows that 
(U1u’)U1u~-zU;fj I-;, (U1U’)U1Un-2U2=U1Un-1U2. 
Hence, g=ulun-2u2F~~u1un-1u2=g’. 
Let us then suppose that w1 t-r, w2. One has that there exists a =(ul, u, u~)EC’, 
k, k’EA*, such that 
w1 = kgk’, w2 = kg’k’ or w1 = kg’k’, w2 = kgk’, 
where (g, g’)=ctv. Since gEz,g’, it follows that w1 =kgk’ F~,kg’k’=w2 which con- 
cludes the proof. U 
Lemma5.5. Leta=(u,,u,u2)~C”andk,=~u~-~u2~>O(k,=~u~-~ulI>O).Tkentkere 
exist (v,, v, D~)EC”, (u,, u, u;)EC” (resp. (u;, u, u~)EC”) and &VGA*, suck that 
(i) ~~~“~~~~=~v~v~-~v~, 
(ii) u;Eu~A+ and ~v1~n-1~2=~1~“-2~~~, 
(iii) 2k,/3<jvl<Iu( 
(respectively, 
(i)’ u~u~-~u~=v~v~-~z)~~, 
(ii)’ u;EA+u~ and v~v~-~u~~=~~~u~-~~~, 
(iii)’ 2k,/3d(v(<lul.) 
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The proof of the lemma is postponed until after the following proposition. 
Proposition 5.6. Let p be a positive integer. If the statement of the previous lemma is 
satisfiedfor any CYEC” having a depth addp, thenfor any (ul, u, u~)EZ” with a depth 
<p one has 1~1, luIl>lu1/2. 
Proof. Let CI =(u,, u, u~)EC” with ctdGp. The result will be proved by induction on 
the depth of CX. If ad=0 then (ur , u, u,)~n” so that u1 =u2 =U and the assertion of the 
proposition is trivially true. Let ad > 0 and k, = I u I - I u2 I. If 1 u I = j u2 1 then the assertion 
is verified. Let us then suppose that k, = I uI - 1 u2 I >O. By hypothesis, there exist 
y=(vr, v, vl), p=(ul, U, u$)EC” and r, yeA*, such that 
U1U~-2U2=~v1v~-=v2, &v”-l v2=u1un-=u;Y], u;~u,A+ (5.14) 
and 
Hence, a~/3 0 y. Let us suppose, by contradiction, that Iu2 I <I uj/2; one has 
Moreover, by the induction hypothesis since yd<ctd<p, we may suppose that 
Iv,I,Iv2~~/v~/2. From Eq.(5.14) since Ivl<luI and u~:n(A*), one derives by the 
theorem of Fine and Wilf, that 
hence, since n 3 5, 
which is a contradiction. In a similar way if h, = ) uJ -1 u1 J we prove that 
l~1131~1/2. m 
Proof of Lemma 5.5. Let ~x=(U~,U,U~)EC”. The proof is by induction on the 
depth ad. 
Since ,&=/u/ - /u2j >O, we have that ad >O. Thus, there exist ,9, yeC” such that 
C(EP @ y. Let us first prove the base of the induction. Suppose that ad = 1. One has then 
b~rc”. If conditions (i)’ and (ii)’ are satisfied then k,= k,=O which is a contradiction. 
Let us then suppose that conditions (i) and (ii) are satisfied with ) v/ < /ul. Since bun” 
one has that, u; = U. From the relations (i) and (ii) one derives 
&v”-l v2=L31v”-=V2v’V2=U1U”-=u2V~V2=U1U~-=U;?7, 
where v2 v’ = v. Hence, u2 v’v2 = L&V, that implies (u; ( - ( u2 ( < (v I. Since u; = u one has 
) u I - ( u2 I = k, < Iv 1; the base of the induction is then proved. 
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Let us now suppose that end > 1. We suppose, as induction step, that all the elements 
of Z” with a depth less than ad verify the statement of the lemma and then, by 
Proposition 5.6, that for any y = (ul, v, u2) E C”, with yd < ad one has ( u1 1, ( v2 I> 1 v I/2. 
We first suppose that p = (u; , ~,~~)~C”,y=(u~,v,u~)~C”with~;~A~~~.Onehas 
that conditions (i)’ and (ii)’ are satisfied. Moreover, in this case, k, = k, . Since /Id < ad, 
by induction, there exist (u; , u, u; ) E C”, (w 1 , w, w2 ) E C”, (‘, y’ E A *, such that 
and 2k,/3 = 2k,/3 d I w 1-c I u 1. Let u; = [ul. We can write the preceding equation as 
(u11r2 u2=5’w1w”-2w2, ~‘wlw”-1wz=~u1u”-2u;y’. 
If [=r’<“it would follow ~“u~u”~~u~=w~w~-~w~, so that u~zJ-~u~ has periods Iu( 
and ) w ( with I w I < I u I which is a contradiction in view of Lemma 3.2. Hence 5’ = it” so 
that 
Let u;=u2p. From conditions (i)’ and (ii)’ one derives that u~u”-~u;=u~u~-~u~~= 
v,v”-2v2~p and v~z~“-~~~~~=~u~u~~~u~~=~u~u~-~u~. This shows that 
(4, u,u;)~(~;,~,~~)O(v~,v,~~).Hencc,(u,, u, u; )E C” and in this case the assertion 
of the lemma is proved. 
Let us now suppose that fi = (ui , u, I.& ), y = (ul , v, v2 ) E Z” and that conditions (i), (ii) 
are satisfied with I VI < 11.1. Moreover, we may suppose that v has maximal length with 
respect to the conditions (i), (ii) and 1 u / < 1 u /. The statement will be proved if we show 
that lvI>,2k,/3. 
We suppose by contradiction that Iv I < 2k,/3. Let u’; be the maximal prefix of u such 
that the following condition is satisfied: 
(iv) w=(ul, u, uI;)EC” and u~u”-~u;IEP(~v~v”-~v*). 
Since u” cannot contain as a factor the word v~v”-~ v2, one has that u~u~-~u~ is 
a proper prefix of ~v~v”-~ v2. 
Thus, one has 
(a) u1u n-2U2=i:v1vn-zv2, 
(b) L&‘Eu~A+ and ~v~v~-~u~=u~u~-~u;I~, LEA+, 
so that CREW 0 y. 
Let us observe that by setting v = v2v’ one has 
so that u2v’v2=u’;6, that implies lu~~-lu21<lu~. 
Now, posed k=k, and k’=k,=/ul-Iu’;I, one has 
k>k’=(IuI-ju,I)-(/u+Ju,I)>k-jvI>k/3; 
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Fig. 2 
therefore, since wdcxd, by the induction hypothesis there exist (ui, u, u,), 
(wl, w, w~)EC” and <‘,$EA*, (see Fig. 2) such that 
(a’) ulu n-2U;I=[‘W1W*-2W2, 
(b’) u;Eu;‘A+ and ~‘w~w”-~w~=u~u*-~u;~‘, 
(c’) 2k’/3dIwl<Jul. 
Since WUE(U~, U, ~2) 0 (wi, w, wz), the depth of (wi, w, w~)EC” is less than codcad. 
Hence, by the induction hypothesis and Proposition 5.6, one has Iwl 1, Iw2 (>/w//2. 
Moreover, from )v)<2k/3, one has k>3(v//2 and k’>k-(v/>k/3>Ivl/2, so 
that by (c’) 
Let us now consider three cases: 
Case I: IwI<(vJ. 
From (b) and (a’) we have <vi v~-~zJ~ =5’w1 w~-~w~~. 
By making use of (a) and (a’) one derives 
where v2vf=v. Hence, u2v’v2=u;IS. Since u$=u2p, PEA+, we have v’v2=p6, and 
If (=5’1, [EA*, one has 
[VI lY2 v2p=Wlwn-2W2. 
The word vi vn-’ v2 has periods ) v I and / w 1, with I w ) < ( v (, and this is a contradiction in 
view of Lemma 3.2. Let us then suppose that E’ = 51, [GA*. One has then 
viv”-2 v2p = [w1w”-2w2. 
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The word w1wnm2 w2 has the periods 1 v 1 and 1 w (, with 1 w I < j v /. Since v is primitive, 
one has to require, by the theorem of Fine and Wilf, that 
(n-1)~wldIw,w”-~W2I<~v)+IWJ; 
hence, 
bid1w-2)<1~1/3 
which is a contradiction. 
Case 2: IwJ=Iv(. 
In this case one has u2 v’v2 = u’; 6, v’vz = p6 and, moreover, one derives also from (a’) 
and (b’) that U: w’w2 = u; yl’, where w2 w’ = w. Since u; = u2p, from (b’), (a’) and (a) one 
has 
ur un-2 U~y’=~‘W~W”-~W~=~‘W~W~-~W~W’w~ 
=U1U”-%12pW’WZ=~v1V~-2v2pW’W2 
so that 
This implies that the words w and v are conjugate. Thus, since v’v2 =p6, one has 
w’w2=6p. One has then 
u1u”-2u;yI’=5v1v”-1v2p. 
If p=p’r( then one would have that u~u’-~u; has as factor ~v~v~-~v~~’ which is 
a contradiction. Hence, one must have q’ = p’p and then 
which is in contradiction with the fact that u’; is maximal with respect to condition (iv). 
Case 3: IwI>\vI. 
From (a’), (a) and the fact that up = u2p (see Fig. 2) one has 
By the induction hypothesis, we may suppose that ( w2 I >, (w l/2 and, as in case 1, by the 
fact that w is primitive and by the theorem of Fine and Wilf, one derives that 
lu(<lw(/(n-2)6lwl/3. Therefore, one has 
I~2131~//~3~l~l/~~I~l~I~l. 
Thus, we have w2 = w; p and 
5’wr wn-2 W;=5vrvn-2v2. 
Now one has ~v,~“~~~~(~n~v~~(n/n-2)(w/~(n-2)~w~~(w~w”~~w~I. Hence, one 
has < = 4’ 5” and 
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Hence, (wl, w, w;)E(w~, w, w2)@(v1, v, v2) so that (wl, w, w;)EC”. Now, taking in 
account (a) and (a”) one has 
(al) ~~z~~-~~~=~‘w~w”-~w$; 
moreover, s’w, wn-l w; = t’w, wnF2 w2 ql, where y1 = w’w; and w = wi w’. From (a’) 
one obtains 
(b,) ~‘w~w~-~w;=u~u”-~u;I~~, 
which is a contradiction because of the maximality of Jul. 0 
Corollary 5.7. Let (u,, u,u2)~C”. Then lu,/,Iu,)3jul/2. 
Proof. Trivial from Lemma 5.5 and Proposition 5.6. 0 
6. The renormalization theorem 
For any positive integer k, let us denote by k-k,ZJ, the relation (l-r,,)“. 
Lemma 6.1. Let w be the canonical representative of the congruence class [WI*. For all 
k>l andAflE[w& ifwI---,,,,,f andf’ax,,f then ~l-~,~,,f with h<k-1. 
Proof. Let k> 1 and Q”‘E[w]~ such that f’+r,, J: Then there exists an element 
(ul, U, u~)EC” and 2, ,uEA* such that 
f=h11Un-1U2p, fl=/ZU1uH-2U2p. 
We suppose that w k.k,z,,f; i.e. there exist words wl, w2, . . . . wk such that 
wl-‘z”wl, ,..) wi~r’,wi+l (i=l,...,k-1) and wk=f: 
The proof is obtained by induction on the integer k. The proof of the base of the 
induction will be given during the proof by considering separately the case k= 1. 
Let us observe that the derivation w kr w1 has to be an expansion since w is 
minimal in [If&. Moreover, if k> 1 and wk- 1 kz,, wk is a contraction then the result is 
achieved. In fact, in this case we can write 
Wk=f=hlUn-l u2/l=~“‘v1v”-2v2/.l’ and wk_~=/?‘v~vn-lV~~‘, 
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with (ol, u, v2 )E C” and A’, p’ E A *. By the hypothesis of induction there exists h < k - 1 
such that w t- h,Z,,~~‘v1v”-2~2~‘=f=lZ~l~n-1~2~. Since (u1,u,u2)~CU, 
~U1U”-1UZ~L~Rulu”-2U2~=fl. 
Hence, one can derive f’ from w in h + 1 f k - 1 steps. 
We suppose then that wk_ 1 t-z,, wk is an expansion, i.e 
Wk=f=/1U1Un-‘U211=~‘V1V”-‘Z)2~’ and wk_l=/2’a1v”-2z)2/,i, (6.1) 
with (vl, v, v~)EC”. 
Let us now prove that ~Lflu\#lvl then v1vn-1v2 cannot be afactor of~~u”-~u~ and 
vice versa u1 un _ ’ u2 cannot be a factor of IJ~v~-~IJ~. 
Suppose that u1un-1u2 =[vI v”-r vzq, [,~EA*. One has Iv\<lul/(n-1). In fact, 
otherwise, if Iv\ > I ul/(n- l), one has by Corollary 5.7 
The word vlv”-l v2 has the periods (u I and Iv) so that by the theorem of Fine and Wilf, 
it has also the period d = (I u 1, /II I ). Hence, since u and v are primitive words, one easily 
derives that (uJ = ) VI which is a contradiction. 
Let us then suppose that ( v) < /u l/(n - 1). One has then 
This implies that v1 v n- 1 v2 is a factor of u3 and then a factor of unP2 since n 3 5. This is 
in contradiction with the fact that by definition of C”, u1z.Y2u2 cannot have as 
a factor vlvn~lvZ with IvI<IuI. Thus if lul#lvl then v~v”-~v~ cannot be a factor of 
u1 unel u2. By a perfect similar argument one derives that u1 u”- ’ u2 cannot be a factor 
of vlv”-lv~. 
Let us now suppose that I UI = I VI and that vl II”- ’ v2 is a factor of ul u”- ’ u2, or vice 
versa. In any case u will be a conjugate of u, i.e. one has v = v’v” and u = v”vf. Thus, we 
can write 
and 
Wk-1=~‘VlVn-2 v2/l’=AUl(v”v’)n-~u2~=/ZUlu”-2U2~==f’. 
Thus, w E k_l,Z,,fl and we achieve our result. 
We can then suppose from now on that v1 v”- ’ v2 is not a factor of ul u”-l u2 and vice 
versa ul un- ’ u2 is not a factor of v1 vn- ’ v2. From this it follows that if 1213 ) 2’1 
(l~~<~A’~) then I~lbl,u’l (I,ul>l,u’l). We can then suppose in the next that 11431A’l; 
perfectly symmetric arguments hold when (A/ d 1 i’ 1 by the fact that in this case 
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)p( 3 I$). Since I/? .)>/A’/ and IP(<~P’(, we can write ;_=A’( and P’=~I,u, so that from 
Eq. (6.1) one has 
l&U”-lU; !=viv”-1v21J. (6.2) 
We have to consider three cases: 
Case 1: Iv\ <IUl 
Let us first analyze the case ) (/ = ) I_\- / 2’13) vi. From Corollary 5.7 and Lemma 3.3 
it follows that 
t=v,v’6, SEA*, v’vl=v 
and 
&AIUn-2U2=v1v”-2v~~, [u’z&=r/, u2u’=u. (6.3) 
Let us suppose first that k> 1. It follows that 
Let ~=A’~u~u”-~ u2p. By induction we can derive g from w in a number of steps 
<k - 2. From Eq. (6.3) one can write 
Thus, one can derive ,?~izP-~ U~,U in a number of steps less than or equal to k- 1. 
Let now k= 1. One has w=A.‘SU~U~-~ u2+ However, this cannot occur since 
U1u~-1U2~Z”U1U~-2 u2 implies w FE,, w’= ;1’6u1 unP2 u2p which contradicts the min- 
imality of w and then the hypothesis made onJ: Hence, also in this case the assertion is 
proved. 
We analyze now the case j~/=li/-lA’l<lv/, 
From Lemma 3.3 it follows that 
u;i.Y2 U2=ViVn-2v2~, v1v~-1v2~=~U1Ll~-2U2, (6.4) 
ui=&;, iu’ u2 = fl> u2u’=u. 
From Eq. (6.4) one has that (u; , u, u~)EC”. 
Let wk_ 1 =A’vl vn-2v2~‘=~‘v1vn-2v2~~‘~2p. From Eq. (6.4) it follows that 
Wk-1 =~~‘U;u~-1U2/l. By the induction hypothesis one has that the word 
g=k;u”-2 u2 ,u can be derived from w in a number of steps d k - 2. From Eq. (6.4) 
one has 
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Hence, /zul u”-’ u2 p can be derived in a number of steps d k - 1. 
In the case k=l, ~=~u~u”-~u~,nt-~,, nu’, une2u2 p and this is in contrast with the 
minimality of w. 
Case 2: (u[ =(vl. 
From Eq. (6.2) one has that there exists 6 E A* such that either (i) 4 = vi vn-l u2 6 or 
(ii) ~~=v~~Y-~v~. 
In the first case there is no overlap between vi v”- ’ v2 and u1 LP-~zQ. From Eq. (6.2) 
one derives 6ui un-lu2 p = ~1’ and 
Wk_l =Iz1v1v”-2 v~~‘=~~vlV”-~V~~UIU~-~U~~ 
Byinductionthewordg=~‘v,v”-2v26u,u”-2 u2 ~1 can be derived in a number of steps 
dk-2. Now g~-Z,,3L’v1v”-1v2Su1un-2u2~=~‘~u1un-2u2~=~ulu”-2u2~. 
Let us now analyze the second case. We have to consider two subcases 
(a) l~l<l~l and(b) 16/3lvl. 
Let 16l<lvl. Since 56=~~~~-~~~=v~v”~~v~v’v~, where v2v’=v, we can write 
v’u2=5& [eA*, and then <=v~v”-~u~[. From Eq. (6.2) one has also 
iU1zY1 u2 /.l= v’v2 $. (6.5) 
We can then write 
Wk_l=~~‘v~v”-2v2~‘=~‘V~U~-3v2V’v2~’=~”’v~V~-3v2julU”-~U2~. 
Let g=A’vlv”-3v2~u1un-2 u2p. By induction one can derive it starting from w in 
a number of steps d k - 2. Let now u’ be such that (ul u’ I= (u ( = (v (. From Eq. (6.5) one 
has iul u’ = v1v2 v], ‘1 E A*. Thus, we can write 
g=~“‘vlv”-3v2v’v2yu1u”-3u2/.l 
=xv1v”-2v2?p41U*-3U2p~~,,~‘u1vn-1v2rpgln-3U2p 
=~~‘v1v”-2v2v’v2r,lu,u”-3u2p=hlu”-2u2p. 
Let now 16(31v(. Since <~=v~v”-~v~, from Eq. (6.2) one has 
ulu”-1uz~=8$. (6.6) 
Since16)3)vJ,wecanwrite6=ir,where)iJ=JuJ=JvlandqEA*.Hence,iisaconju- 
gate of u. From Eq. (6.6) it follows that 
U1Un-2 uzP=YP’. (6.7) 
Now i16=,X’~6=~‘v,v”-‘v2 so that <[~=vrv~-~ v2. Since l[l=lvl, one has that 5 is 
a conjugate of v and ~~=v~v”-~v~. One has then from Eq. (6.7) 
Wk_1=~‘U1Vfl-2v2~‘=~~‘5Y]~‘=;I~~’=;lulu”-*u2~L. 
Hence, also in this case the assertion is proved. 
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If k=l we observe that in the case (i) w=~‘u~u~-~v~~u~u~-~u~~ 
kZ,,;l’U1 lY2v2 6ur u”-2 u2p which is a contradiction. A similar contradiction occurs 
in the subcase (a) of the case (ii). In the subcase (b) w = 3,~~ z.Pe2u2 p, so that in any case 
the base of the induction is proved. 
Case 3: 1211>lUJ. 
Let us first analyze the case 1 r] I= 1 ~‘1 - I ,u/ 2 1 u (. From Corollary 5.7 and Lemma 3.3 
it follows that 
yl=Wu2, &A*, uzu’=u (6.8) 
and 
~l11U~-2U2=V1v~-2v2~, 5=v1vti, vIv1=v. (6.9) 
Let us suppose first that k> 1. It follows from Eqs. (6.8) and (6.9) that 
Wk-1 =~fv1v”-2 v2~~=/z’v1v”-2v2~~ 
=;1’v~v”-~v26u’u2~=~“‘~u~u”-~U2U’U~~=~’~U~u~-~U2~. 
Let g=;l’~ulu”-2 u2p. By induction we can derive g from w in a number of steps 
< k - 2. From Eq. (6.9) one can write 
g=~~‘~u~u”-~U2~=~‘V~v”-~v2S~t~,,;1’V~V~-~V26~ 
=~fv~vfvlv”-~V2~~=/2fv~v’~U~u*-~u2~ 
=~~‘13L1Un-2U2p=/lu1un-2U2p. 
Thus, one can derive ~u1zY2 u2 ,U in a number of steps less than or equal to k - 1. 
Let us now suppose that j y I -c / u (. In this case by Lemma 3.3 one has 
v1v~-2v;=~U1U~-2U2, [ur un-l U2=v1v”-2v2~, (6.10) 
and 
02 = v’z 6, 5=v1u’i, VIVl = v. 
From Eq. (6.10) one has that (all, v, v;)EZ”. 
Let w~-~ =~~‘v~v”~2v2~‘=~~‘v~vn~2v2~~=;l’~~~~”~1~2~. By the induction hypo- 
thesis one has that the word g = /?‘[ul une2 u2 p can be derived from w in a number of 
steps Gk- 2. From Eq. (6.10) one has 
g=/Z’~u,u”-~U2~=~“‘v~v~-~v;~U~“~’01v”-~v;~ 
=/Zfv~vfv~V”-~v;~=~‘V~v’~U~U”-~U2~=;1U~u~-~U2~. 
Hence, /zu, un-2 u2 p can be derived in a number of steps <k - 1. 
In the case k= 1, w=A’[ulunM1 u,~ tZ,,/Z’~u1zY2u2~ and this is in contrast with 
the minimality of w. 0 
Theorem 6.2 (Renormalization theorem). Let [w-JO be a noncounting class and w its 
canonical representative. Then any word u in [w& can be derived from w only by 
expansions of C”, i.e. w * $, u. 
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Proof. The proof is by induction on the length k of a derivation of U. The base of the 
induction is trivial. In fact if w k t, r,, u then by the minimality of w, the derivation 
Wk 1, z,,u has to be an expansion. Let us then suppose that the statement of the 
theorem is true for derivations whose length is d k - 1 and suppose that w Ek, ~,, U, 
i.e. there exist words w1 , w2,. . , wk such that w = wl, wk= u and wi kz,, wi+ 1 
(i=l,..., k- 1). We have to consider two cases: 
Case 1: wk_ 1 az,,wk. Then by the inductive hypothesis w qz,,wk_ 1. Hence, it 
follows that w =z-$ wk. 
Cax? 2: wk_l(=+,)- ’ wk. One has then that there exists a=(u,,u, u~)EC” and 
A, /AE A*, such that 
Wk=l”U1Un-2U2p and wk_~=;lu~u”-lu~~. 
From Lemma 6.1 it follows that w k h, z,, wk with h d k - 2. Hence, by the induction 
hypothesis, one derives w *E,, wk = u. Cl 
Turning back to reexamine the example of Section 5 we observe that the derivation 
w=>w~Jw~=z-~ w3 may be replaced by one expansion of C”. In fact if we pose 
u=a(bc)“b, u2 =u’=a(bc)” then it is easy to verify, setting u1 =u, that (ul, u,u2) 
belongs to Z”. Moreover, w=u~u~-~u~ and w~=u~u”-~u~. 
Proposition 6.3. Let A be the reduction (or semi-Thue) system A =(A*, Jo), where 
*c=(=QJ’. Then A is terminating, i.e. A is Noetherian and satisfies the 
Church-Rosser property. 
Proof. The system A is, trivially, Noetherian since if x ec y then / y I< 1 x 1 so that there 
is no infinite descending chain with respect to ac. Let us now prove that A is 
Church-Rosser, i.e. for all u, u E A* if u l--$,, u then there exists w E A* such that u *z w 
and v *r w. Let w be the canonical representative in the class [u&. By the equivalence 
and the renormalization theorems one has that w =>f,, u and w *$,, u. This implies, 
trivially, that u =-,* w and v =-,* w. 0 
7. Proof of the main theorem 
The aim of this section is to prove that for any r in M,, n > 5, the Rees quotient of 
A*, N, = F, u {O} is finite (cf. Theorem 4.1). The following theorem is very important 
since it allows us to prove that N, has only finitely many Y-classes. 
Theorem 7.1. Let [xl0 be a noncounting class of order 25 and x be its canonical 
representative. Then for any w E F ( [xle) there exist x’ E F ([x&) and w’ E F (x’) such that 
x’ can be derived from x by one expansion of C” and, moreover, wq 9 w’q. 
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Proof. Let wEF([x&), we pose 
Let w’ be a word of minimal length in I,; then there exists x’~F([x]~) such that 
w’~F(x’). Moreover, by the renormalization theorem (cf. Theorem 6.2), there exists 
a derivation made only by expansions of 1” from x to x’. We may also suppose that 
the length m of this derivation is minimal, i.e. w’ does not appear as a factor of a word 
x” derivable from x with h <m expansions of C”. We denote simply by +, the relation 
ax,, of expansion in C”. 
The theorem statement will be proved if we show that m<2. Let us suppose by 
contradiction that m > 2. Then there exist x0, x1, . . . , x, E A* such that 
x=xo*xi* ‘.. *x,_1Jx,=x’. 
We can then write 
where &~,A’,,LCEA* and (ul, u, u2), (vl, v, v~)EC”. 
We prove now that w’ is a factor of u~u~-~u~. Since w’ is a factor of x’ one has 
x’ = 2” w’ $1, with A”, $‘E A*, 
Let us prove that IA”/>)21 and ($‘1>1~1. If by contradiction 1~“)<)11, then one has 
Jk=)V”12 with i2~A* and 
One has to consider three cases: 
(i) w’ is a factor of A2 u1 u n-2 u2. In this case one has that w’~F(x,_ 1 ) and this is in 
contradiction with the minimality of m. 
(ii) w’ = Jb2 u1 u”- 2 u2p2, with ,u~EA* and O-~l~~l</uj. In this case it is easy to 
prove that w’~Y(/~~u~zJ-~ u2)q, which contradicts the minimality of w’ in I,. In fact, 
W’q=(1V2U1Un-2 u2)(pp2q and (~~2~1~n-2~2)~=(~2~1~n-1~2)49=(~2~1~”-2~~2)~. 
Since u=u2u’, with U/ES(U) and Iu’u~[=~u(>[~~[, it follows that (~2u1u”-2u2)40= 
(2 Zulu n-2z42~‘~2)~~(w’~)M,. Hence, (~‘q)G?(~~u~tP-~u~)q~ Since J%GC, the 
result follows. 
(iii) ~‘=~~uiun-~u~~~, with ,u~EA*. Then one has w’~==(&u~u~-~u~,u~)~= 
(12u,u”-2 u2 p2)q and this contradicts the minimality of w’ in I,. 
In the same way one can show that I $‘I 3 I ,u I. Thus, w’ is a factor of u1 u”- ’ u2. 
Moreover, w’$F(ul unm2 u2) because, otherwise, w’ would be a factor of x,_ 1, and this 
is in contrast with the minimality of m. From Lemma 3.4 it follows that 
U1Un-3U2EF(W’). 
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We consider now all possible occurrences of u1 vn-rvZ in x,_ 1 with respect to the 
occurrence of u 1 u” - 2 u2, and show that in any case we reach a contradiction. 
(a) u~u’-~ u2 is a factor of v1 II”- 1 v2. One has three subcases: 
(al) 1 uI = 1 VI. In this case the words u and v are conjugate (i.e. u = hh’ and v= h’h, 
h,h’EA*)so that theexpansionu,u”-2n2*~1~“-1 u2 is equivalent to the substitution 
of v~v”-~v~ with vlv”vz in the word x,_~; hence, 
One has then, trivially, that w’~F(v~v”v~). Moreover, w’~$F(v~v”-~v~) otherwise 
w’ EF(x,_ i) which is a contradiction. From Lemma 3.4 it follows that v1 vnP2v2 E 
F(w’). Therefore, since (v~v”-~ v2)~=(v1v”v2)cp, one has (w’cp)~J(v~v”-~v~)~ which 
contradicts the minimality of w’ in I,. 
(a2) IuI<IvI. The word u~u~-‘u~ has the periods 1~1 and 1 vi. Thus, if 
IUrUn-2 u2 ( 3 Iu( + (VI then, from the theorem of Fine and Wilf, u1 und2u2 would have 
also the period d = ( (IA\, 1~1). As InI < I VI it would follow that v is not primitive; 
acontradiction. Hence, lu,u”-2~2(<I~I+Iv(<21~I. Hence, ~~~~~~~~ has to be afac- 
tor of v~v~-~v~, and then a factor of x, _ 2. Thus, there are c’, 5” E A* such that 
and w’EF(S’uluRml u2 5”). This is a contradiction since w’ cannot appear as a factor of 
a word which is derivable with m- 1 expansions. 
(a3) lui>lvl. In this case since u1une2 u2 has the periods (~1 and lv( with lul>lvl. 
Since n - 2 > 2 then by Lemma 3.2 we reach a contradiction. 
(b) vlzY1 v2 is a proper factor of u~u~-~u~. 
Let us first suppose that (v I < I u 1. This case is not compatible with the properties of 
C” (C” is the closure of &’ with respect to 0). In fact, by construction, if 
(~~,u,u~),(v~,v,v~)~C” and Iv\<Ju/ then ulu “-2u2 cannot contain as a factor 
vlvn-r v2. The case Iv I 3 (u ( cannot occur since from Corollary 5.7, one has 
which is a contradiction. 
(c) The occurrences of u1~n-2~2 and vlv”- ‘v2 are nonoverlapping. 
Suppose, for instance, that ) i’ I 3 ) Au, un- 2 1.4~ I (the case II_) > I A’v, v”- ’ v2 I is dealt in 
a symmetric way). One can write i’=kl u~-~u~& SEA*, and from Eq. (7.1) 
x,_~=~“u~u”-2u~5v~v”-1 v2$. It follows that x,_~=~u~u~-~u~~v~v”-~v~~‘. Thus, 
ulunP2u2 is a factor of x,_ 2; hence, as in (a2), we reach a contradiction. 
(d) The occurrences of u~u”-~u~ and vl v”- ’ v2 are overlapping. 
The situation is represented by Fig. 3 (the case in which v~v”-~v~ is on the left of 
u1~n-2~2 can be dealt in a symmetric way). 
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Let A be the overlap between u~zJ-~u~ and v~v~-~v~. One can write Il’=,?[ and 
P=~P’> i’,i~A* 
U1Un-2U2=jA, v~v”-~v~=A~. 
It follows that 
U1un-2U25=~v1v”-1v2=~v1v”-2v2v~v2, 2 vr = 0. 
We have to consider two cases: 
Case 1: (([=(pcl(-Ip’(Blvj. 
In this case from Eq. (7.2) one has <=pv’v2, PEA*, and 
U1U”-2 UZp=~v’1Vn-2v2. 
Hence, 
k11zY2 u2p~‘=~“~v~v”-~v2~~=;I~v~v”-~vz~~=x,_2. 
Thus, u1 und2u2 is a factor of x,,_~ and as in (a2) we reach a contradiction. 
Case 2: Itl=lp/-lp’/</vl. 
By Corollary 5.7 one has 
(7.2) 
One has to consider three subcases: 
(i) luI<IuI. 
Since IuI<IvI, one has ~A~3~21~+lv~>2/ul and, then, by the theorem of Fine and 
Wilf, one derives that v is not primitive which is a contradiction. 
(ii) IuI=(vI. 
From Eq. (7.2) since 14 ( < I v’v2 1 one has v’v2 = p(, p E A +, and 
U1un-2U2=~V1v*-2 V2p=~v1vn-3v2p5p. 
From this it follows, since (u) = I v(, that u’u2 = (p, where u2 u’ = u, so that U’Q and v’v2, 
as well as u and v, are conjugate. It follows from Eq. (7.2) that 
ulu”-l u25=ulU”-2 u2u’u25=u1u”-2u2~p~ 
=Iyviv”-2 v~vrv~p~=~v~vn-lv~vfv~=~V~v”v~. 
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This implies that 
kllun-l u~~=~~‘v~v”v~~LI, 
so that the expansion u~u”-*u~=-u~u”-~ u1 is equivalent to the substitution of 
v~v~-~v~ with vlv*vz in the word x,_~. Thus, 
We prove now that w’~F(vi v”vz). Let us prove that /A”( > 1 A’]. If, by contradiction, 
I>_“( <IA’/ then we can write A’=A”& with A,EA* and 
&v~v”v~I*=w’j_lLI’. 
Now if w’ is a factor of & v1 v”- ’ v2 then W’E F (x,_ 1 ) which is a contradiction. Let 
us then suppose that w’= &_vl v”-l v2 pz, with pz E A*. One has then 
W’cp=(A2v1vn-1 v2&)(P=(&V1vn-z vz pLz) cp and this contradicts the minimality of w’ 
in I,. In a similar way one proves that /,u”) > 111’1. Hence, w’~F(v~v”v~). Since 
~‘~F(v~v”-~v~), it follows by Lemma 3.4 that v~v”-~v~EF(w’). Therefore, being 
(v1v”-2 v2)(p=(v1v”v2)~, one has (w’~p)~(v,v”-~ v2) cp which contradicts the minim- 
ality of w’ in I,. 
(iii) IuI>IvI. 
First of all we observe that one derives /v~v”-~ v2 I< 2 /u 1, otherwise in view of the 
theorem of Fine and Wilf, u would not be primitive. We can rewrite Eq. (7.2) as 
(~v1vr)V1v”-~v2=U1U~-~U~5, v2v1=v. 
By Lemma 3.3 one has that there exist u; EP(u), PEA* such that 
u1u”-3u;=pvlv”-3v2, pv1v”-2 v2=u1un-3U25, 
[v~v’=u~u’p, u~u’=u. 
From this one easily derives that 
U1u”-2U;=~v1V~-2v2, [VI v”-l v2=U1Un-2U2& (7.3) 
Therefore, by the closure of C” with respect to 0, (ui , u, U;)E C”. Moreover, u1 un-2 u$ 
is a factor of x,_ 2. In fact, from Eq. (7.3), 
X,_2=i”~V~V~-~v2~f=;1~v~v”-=v~~~=;1U~u~-=U;~~J.;1U~u”-~U~~~. 
Now if w’ is a factor of u1 u”-i 5 u then we reach a contradiction because of the 
minimality of m. Then suppose that w’ is not a factor of u1 zJ_ ’ u; . Since w’ is a factor 
of u~u~-~u~ and u2=u;& ii~A*, one can write 
u1un-1u2=u1un-1u;6=hw’h’. 
Since (S I> (/I’(, one has 6 = yh’ and from Eq. (7.3) 
u1un-1u;y=ulu’u1un-2u~y=ulu’~vlvn-2v2y=hw’. 
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We recall that Iw’(>/I~u~-~u~) and Jz~~t~~-* vZ)62(ul. Moreover, I~l<jul so that 
IW’I>JU1Un-2 v2 y (. This allows us to write w’ = <‘II, vne2 v2 y and u1 u’[ = h<‘. From 
Eq. (7.3) one has also 
u+“-1 uZ~=u1u’u1u”-2u2~=u1u’~v1v”-1v2=h~’v1v”-1v2=hw’h’~. 
This implies that [‘vI v”- r v2=w’h’& so that w’~P(~‘v~v”-~v~). One has then 
w’=~‘v1v”-2vzy and w’~P(~‘v~u”-~u~). 
Therefore, since (5’~~ v”-~ u~)(P=(~‘v~v”-~v~)(P, one has (w’(p)~~(~‘vIv”-2~2)~. 
Since 9 E 9 we reach a contradiction with the minimality of w’. 0 
Now we are in a position to prove Theorem 4.1. 
Proof of Theorem 4.1. As we have seen in Section 4, it suffices to prove that N, has 
finitely many Y-classes. Now by Lemma 2.4 one has that the set J, of the 9-classes of 
M contained in F, coincides with the set of nonzero Y-classes of N,. Let u be the 
canonical representative in rq -I; one can write, by Lemma 2.7, 
~,={Cwc~l~lw~F(Cule)~. 
By Theorem 7.1 one has 
J,= { [wcp]b) w~F(u’) for a suitable u’ such that uau’}. 
Since the words derivable from u by one expansion of C” are finitely many, J, is 
finite. 0 
Let us remark that for any ucA* and n9 5, [u& is regular and noncounting. 
Thus, by a classical theorem of Schdtzenberger (cf. [S]), it follows that [uJ, is 
star-free. 
From Theorem 4.1 and Proposition 2.10 one derives the following decomposition 
theorem for the aperiodic semigroups M, = Ah/d,. 
Corollary 7.2. Let n 2 5. One has M, = A*/tl, = KM, = Uj>o Hj. 
8. The word problem for the semigroup M,. 
Let A be a finite alphabet and rp: A* -+ S an epimorphism of A* in a semigroup S. 
We recall that the word problem for S consists in deciding whether two arbitrary 
words u, v of A* are congruent, mod (PCJJ -I. The word problem is said to be recursively 
solvable if there exists an algorithm by means of which to decide whether two 
arbitrary words are congruent. By using the renormalization theorem we are able to 
prove Theorem 8.1. 
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Theorem 8.1. For n > 5 the word problem for M, is recursively solvable. 
Proof. Let n >, 5. We have to prove that for any two arbitrary words u and v of A* it is 
decidable whether u z v mod 19,. By the equivalence theorem we have proved that 
u=vmodB, if and only if urvmodt-$,,. Moreover, by the renormalization theorem 
we have seen (cf. Proposition 6.3) that the reduction system A =(A*, =E-~), where 
Jc =(*J1, is terminating, i.e. A is Noetherian and satisfies the Church-Rosser 
property. As is well known (cf. [l]) this implies that in any congruence class, 
mod t--f,,, there is a unique irreducible element (or normal form). In each congruence 
class this normal form coincides, obviously, with the canonical representative of the 
class. 
Let f:A*+A* be the map defined as: for any UEA*, uf gives the canonical 
representative in the class [u],, . One has then that u = v mod 8,) if and only if uf= vJ: 
Since A is terminating for any u E A*, one can obtain ufstarting from u, using a finite 
number of times the relation Jo. 
Since the reduction system A has infinitely many rules, in order to prove that the 
function f is effectively computable it remains to show that for any UE A* one 
can effectively generate in a finite number of steps the set A (u) = { VE A* 1 u =c-~ v 1. For 
this it is sufficient to yield all the rules (wl w”-’ w2, w1 w”- ’ w,)~v(C”) such that 
n ) c( I= n 1 w ( < / ~1. These rules are finitely many and can be effectively constructed as 
follows: one starts by the elements (finite in number) of r?’ whose periods are bounded 
above by juj/n and, then generates by means of the operator 0 all the elements 
a=(wi, w, w~)EC”, finite in number, such that nla[ </u[. Let T, be the list of all these 
rules. 
For any given u E A* one applies all possible contractions of the list T, . In this way 
one constructs effectively the finite set A (u). Any VE A (u) is such that ) v( < 1 u (. From 
each word v E A (u) one yields again all possible immediate consequences of v using the 
relation ac (to this end one has to use a sub-list of the list r,). Thus, one constructs the 
set A(v) A2(u)=uUEd(Uj A (v). The procedure continues in this way and stops when 
one reaches a word which is irreducible. This is the canonical representative uf 
of u. 0 
The following theorem shows that one can effectively construct, in principle, for any 
word ucA* a finite automaton recognizing the language [u],,. 
Theorem 8.2 Let n 2 5. There exists an algorithm which permits one to constructfor any 
UE A*, a finite automaton which recognizes [u]“. 
Proof. Let n 3 5. As we have seen in the proof of the preceding theorem the function 
f: A* +A* which gives for any UE A* the canonical representative in the class [u],, , is 
effectively computable. 
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Let r = ucp and N, = F, v (0). We prove first that there exists an efictive computable 
function g : A* + N such that for any u E A* : 
card(N,)<ug. 
Let w = ufand denote by V(w) the set V(w) = {VE A* 1 w jz,, 0). We introduce then the 
function v : A* --f N defined as 
uv=cardF( V(uf)). 
For any ursA*, uv gives the number of distinct factors of all the words which can be 
derived by one expansion of C” from the canonical representative ufof the class [u]~. 
By an argument similar to that used in the last part of the proof of Theorem 8.1 it 
follows that v is effectively computable. 
Let us denote by 1 F,jJ the number of Y-classes of M, in F,. From Theorem 7.1 one 
has that 1 F, IJ d uv. Since N, is a finite monoid belonging to the class g (cf. Definition 
2.8), we can make use of the depth decomposition theorem (cf. Theorem 2.9). Thus, an 
integer p>O exists such that 
Nr= u Hj, 
j~lO.pl 
where Ho = 0 and for any j>O, the Hj are finite sets, closed by factors and such 
that Hj c Hj+ 1 ( j = 0, . . . , p - 1). Moreover, each Hj is a union of Y-classes of M, . Let 
) HjI, be the number of Y-classes in Hj. One has 1 Hj+ 1 IJ 3 I Hj(, + 1, SO that 
)N,jJ=(H,IJBp. Hence, p<uv+l. 
Since Y=3 and the %-classes in N, are trivial, one can write 
card(Hj)=lHjl,=lHjI,IHjl, (j=L...,P), 
where I Hj/, , I HjJR and ) Hj IL denote the number of X-classes, W-classes and 
P-classes respectively in Hj. 
Let us set q = card (A). In the proof of Theorem 2.9 (cf. [ 123) one easily derives that 
for any j>O, the number of %!-classes (_Y-classes) in Hj\Hj_ 1 is bounded above by 
q +qcard(Hj_ 1). Thus, the number of X-classes in Hj\Hj_ 1 can be bounded above 
by q* (1 + (Hj IH)2. We introduce then the function h : N + N, recursively defined as: 
Oh=O, (n+l)h=nh+q’(l +nh)2, for all n30. 
One has then 
card(Hj)djh, for all O< j<p. 
Thus, card(N,) <ph. Since p < uv and h is increasing, we have ph < uvh. Setting g = vh 
we reach the proof of our first result. 
Let us observe that by Lemma 2.1 there exists a finite deterministic automaton 
& having card (N,) states which recognizes [u],, . Thus, the number 1 d 1 of states of 
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d is bounded above by ug. We can then effectively construct a finite automaton 
recognizing [u],, by the following procedure. One generates, successively, following 
a suitable order based on the number of states, all finite deterministic automata 3 on 
the alphabet A, whose number of states is less than or equal to g(u). Let L(9) be 
the language accepted by 3. For any such an automaton one has to test the equality 
L(a) = [u]~. From a classical result of automata theory (cf. [S]) it is sufficient to test 
that for all SEA* such that lsl~ld(+l~l-l62(ug)-l one has 
For any s,uEA*, in view of Theorem 8.1, one can decide effectively whether or not 
SE [u]~. Thus, the equality L(W) = [u]. is effectively testable. If L(9) # [u],, then one 
generates the next automaton according to the given order and the procedure 
continues up to determine the (minimal) automaton which recognizes [u],,. 0 
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